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MEDIA RELEASE
Australian equities specialist, Investors Mutual Limited (IML), has
been awarded a Small Caps allocation / model portfolio inclusion
by multi-manager, Alpha Fund Managers.
The IML Small Cap Fund aims to deliver investors with consistent and long term returns by investing
in quality small cap companies aligned to their investment philosophy, that is; companies pertaining
a competitive advantage, with recurring earnings, run by capable management, that can grow,
whilst trading at a reasonable price.
In awarding the allocation, Julien Brodie, Portfolio Manager at Alpha, said, "We selected the IML
Small Cap Fund because of the quality and insight of the investment team, defensive characteristics
and importantly its ability to navigate market rotations (such as during 2016) and deliver consistent
outperformance across time.”
Simon Conn, IML’s Small & Mid Cap Senior Portfolio Manager said, “We are delighted that Alpha has
chosen to add our Small Cap Fund to their clients' portfolios. IML will aim to deliver their clients
with consistent capital growth over the long term with lower volatility, as has been the hallmark of
all IML funds since our inception in 1998."
Anton Tagliaferro Investment Director of IML added: “We thank Alpha for their support and faith in
IML's process following their comprehensive due diligence process and we are pleased they have
chosen IML as they understand and are aligned to our investment philosophy and process”.
The allocation follows IML recently being awarded Morningstar’s Small Cap Manager of the Year,
along with their strong research house ratings across all strategies.
At the end of June 2017, the Fund delivered investors 14.8% p.a., 17.2% p.a. and 18.1% p.a. over
one, three and five years’ net of fees, respectively.
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